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ABSTRACT

Characteristics ot a piezoelectric niaieimi are evaluated Jo pick up the optimal crvsta] cut and propaga비（）n direc 

non tor a SAW device. For the piezoelectric single crystal LiTaO,. such items are investigated as t he Rayleigli 

wave velocity. 나冷 electromechanical coupling factor, The surface i^ernnttivity. the fro이uencyTempewiurt coef 

ticient. the air loading iittcnuation, the pure mode propagation, the beam steering 거nd the misalignment sensitivity, 

"f'heoretical calculations reveal that Y-cut and Z propagation is the optima】 SAW propagation pa나】. The results are 

confirmed through experiments. The method employed m 나iis paper is applicable to other crystals, too. either single 

or poly crystals.

요 약

나싱展『사 土사 g 갑” 내# E 성？ 玛*呂 〈시 지시 섭 V벼가 친가방향믈 결성하었나. 입신딘•셜정 LiTaC杼게 대하여 

Rayleigh가의 속！3 ：! 합 에 수, 托년유 선 상수. 주파수 온도 께彳. 삼쇠 게命 뉴 어모-- 신 가, 可 산란, 二l미 卫 성 임 오차 사王 둥 

의 항목들•음 빙사하있나. 이론식 세산 설괴 V 설난 P 싱의 X 쥭 빔•학이 초）직치 只 나다났Al. 이 결가二 싱-허에 의해 학인되엇 

니-. * NY의 핑 사방너은 여타 나른 암신새註들에K 동인하게 석용 이 사하•나.

I. Introduction

Surface acoustic wave device technology has 

now advanced to the point where a large number 

of different components are being man니factured. 

These components can be generally classified 건s 

passive devices on piezoelectric substrates. Piezo

electricity is the phenomenon that couples elastic 

stresses and strains to electric fi이ds and displac

ements. It occurs only in anisotropic materials 

whose internal structure lacks a center of sym 

metry. That is their SAW; jiroyagation character 

istics <ire not constant m all directions. For a stir- 

f섰ct? wave device, the choice of an appropriate 

material for a substrate is a vital part of the de

sign procedure. There are a number of materials 

available to the SAW component designer : the 

choice depends on the type of the device to be 

prepared, the frequency of operation, the band 

width, the time delay, and the system use. The
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iE P<iranfor a matenai :ire the 

:：■_ ,、••、•‘ ； p. coupling and t}ic temperature coef

，二二 i values u f i h c coupling gene rally

uj\'c h')v./cr insertion losses ior devices, though 

”jJiSO givc stronger electrode interactions and 

".、，arc nt/. al ways desirable. The tradeoffs rnight. 

h. the ol.ivious one of high electromechanical 

coupling versus low temperature coefficient of 

ur nuglit involve other factors such as 

u\-;idi1ibnirv of sufficiently large substrates, com- 

[.xiribiiity with fabrication techniques, spurious 

uai rciection, acoustic loss, or cost.

hi Uhs paper, charactenstics of a piezoelectric 

mat erial are evaluated for its various crystal cuts 

and directions to pick up the optimum orientation 

[oi' t.hc use as a substrate of a SAW device. Our 

specific application of the device is SAW chemi- 

sensors. The single crystal LiTaO- is chosen 

for the substrate material due to its high coupling 

fac.'tor. low tern permit ure coefficient, and easy av- 

;nkibihly. Of the many criteria to evaluate the 

y)ciforniancc of a piezoelectric substrate, eight 

nunn items are selected such as the velocity, the 

coupling f;.ictor, the surface permittivity, the fre- 

temperature coefficient, the air loading 

attenuation, the pure mode propagation, the be- 

am steering and the misalignment sensitivity L2]. 

These eight items are estimated for each combi

nation of the LiTaO.s cut and the SAW propa

gation direction. Our requirements for a SAW 

sensor arc that the device should have a high 

coupling factor, a low temperature coefficient and 

so on. Analysis of the results with these condit

ions m mind reveals the optimum orientation. 

Nearly always, the material and orientation are 

chosen s니ch that only one s니rface wave mode can 

be excited. We prefer the orientation such that 

the one surface wax;e mode is a piezoelectric 

Rayleigh wave. Bleustein-Gulyaev waves are ex

cluded because their large penetration depths 

wo니Id require thicker substrates in order to avoid 

coupling to the rear surface [3]. Section 2 ciescr 

ibes the calculation and selection procedures for 

each of the criteria. The combinations of crystal 

cuts and SAW propagation directions are very 

large. The selection st rat egy is applied to several 

representative onentations of the crystal! with 

the help of crystal symmetries. In Sec. 3. validity 

of the selection is confirmed through real fabri

cation and performance measurement of SAW 

devices. For our sensing purpose, fabrication of 

fantastic IDTs is not of great interest. W。em

ploy a rather simple sin인e electrode IDT. Dis 

cussion of the results is conducted m the final 

section.

11. Numerical Calculation

The piezoelectric single crystal LiTaOj is cho 

sen for the substrate material of a SAW device. 

Material properties of the crystal are cited from 

Ref. 4. Wc apply the eight criteria in Sec. 1 to a 

variety of cuts and axes of the w거fer to pick 나卩 

the optimum orientation. Figure 1 is the Car

tesian coordinate employed in the numerical an 

alysis of the SAW propagation. The crystal axes 

X, Y and Z are transformed to the geometrical 

coordinate axes x, y 거nd z with appropriate Euler 

angles. Transformation rule is the well-known or 

thogonal coordinate rotation law [5], Simulation 

algorithm for general Rayleigh wave propagation 

is described in Ref. 6 and is not repeated here.

Fig나re 1. Coordinate transformation from crystal axes 

X, Y and Z to geometrical axes x, y and z, a, 

£ and Y are Euler angles describing each ro

tation.
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Each criterion and corresponding calculation me 

thod is clcscnbcd as follows Rt'suits arc dibplayc-J 

tt-'T ;■! rt-prex-nidi i vc Cc；s(\ ；,-., ) "i 倉 ；(.■.

2.1. SAW V이ocity

Th〈.、first design consideration is SAW velocity.

In order to achieve a very long delay time, the 

onent^ition with relatively higli velocity will be

Figure 2. Variation of Rayleigh wave velocity on the Y- 

c니t plane. Angle () is the crystal Z-axis and 

numbers on the circumference means that 

much rotation in degrees from the Z-axis. 

Numbers on the radius added with 3100 are 

absolute velocity of the wave.

clesirable 貝) minimize 〔he devicc size. On the 

y、r hand, high velocity implies closely spaced 

Ln、"""：:二门”十顼、巴、lingers and max lead E 

fabrication difficulty and low yieici ：_ 7 ■. iheiL 

should be some 나ad^off. However, unless the 

v이ocity difference for different orientations is 

very large, the absolute veiocity should not be*  a 

major condition to choose a material. Figure 2'a 

shows variation of the velocity with propagation 

directions on 나】e Y cut plane. Denoted values are 

unstiffened velocity (vN), that is the velocity be 

fore the application ol excitation volt age to ihc 

substrate surface. Similar results displavcci in 

Fig. 2 b when an electric field is put on l he sur 

face. Il is stiffened veiocity v <. Jlie 1 wo '二U니(、工 

are utilized to calculate piezoelectric： coupling id- 

ctors at the next section. For our purpose,曹认’<h 

recti on of high velocity is desirable, wliicli ieads 

ro 나selection of the Z axis on the plane.

2.2. Electromechanical Co나pling Factor

The electromechanical coupling constant k- tor 

surfL-ice acoustic waves can not be readily cal

culated from the piezoelectric and elastic const - 

ants. However, it can be related to the fraction시 

change in SAW velocity when a thin, massless 

conductor is deposited on the propagation surface 

L8J as noted in

k-=^2(l +€()/£；,) Av/v , (1 - Av/v /) (1)

where Av is vu ■- vis the dielectric constant 

of free space and

£ p = (£ Ji £；" ~ E I：； )' . ( 2)

8； is named the surface permittivity of the s나b- 

st rate. The €■)are the dielectric constants of the 

piezoelectric substrate with the coordinate in Fig. 

1. The superscript T means measurement at con

stant stress. Figure 3 shows the results evaluated 

on the Y-cut plane. Strong piezoelectric coupling 

is desirable for our purpose and, hence, the Z axis 

is the best.
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Figure 3. Variaiion of the coupling factor on the Y-cut 

pk-inc. Angle 0 is the crystal Z-axis and 

nuniber；； on the circumference means that 

much rotation m degrees from the Z-axis. 

Numbers on the radius arc absolute values of 

i he tiicior m ^rcent.

2.3. Surface Permittivity

The surface permittivity eworks as a part of 

the effective permittivity]=財+ 以）as investig^ 

at.eci by Ingebrigtsen [9]. The effective permit

tivity zlatos the surface potential 0 and charge 

density 仃 generated by IDTs, and its relationship 

is detennineci with appropriate boundary condit

ions. Follounng I ngebrigtsen, in the quasi-static ap- 

proxini서t】on, the potential 。of the surface wave 

radiation in the x direction is

。（x,⑴）-1 r （•）） exp（ik（l x） （3）

and power P carried by this wave is

p~~wi^（（9）p/r （4）
4

where k（）is the wave number,⑴ is the frequency,

W is the width of an IDT, and r is--- ；■一- —~—.
E（）+et> vtl

Large。and P requires large r that corresponds 

to small £p. eJ is also involved in the coupling 

factor k2 as in Eq. 1. For large k2, small eJ is de

sirable, again. However, eJ is usually almost con

stant for various cuts and directions of a given 

crystal. Hence it must be a secondary factor to 

be considered. Figure 4 나lows the calciilaticn 

results on the plane of Y-cut.

Figure 4. Variation of the surface permittivity on the 

Y-cut plane. Angle 0 is the crystal Z-axis and 

numbers on the circumference means that 

much rotation in degrees from the Z-axis. 

Numbers on the radius added with 42.6 are 

absolute values of £ J/e（）.

2.4. Freq나ency-Temperature Coefficient（FTC）

One of the most annoying sources of noise and 

instability of a SAW device is its sensitivity to 

environmental temperature variation [10]. It is 

desirable for a particular cut and crystal 거xis to 

have an almost negligible temperature coefficient 

concerning SAW propagation. For each point to 

be tabulated, we fix a reference temperature 

（25^） and calculate the phase velocity at an

other temperature T+AT where AT is set 25°C. 

The velocity at 25 "C has been already determined 

in Sec. 2.1. With 다｝e two phase velocities, FTC is 

obtained as follows.

FTC= * 106 （ppm） ⑸
△ 1 v |）i
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Figure 5. Variation of 나FTC on the Y-cut plane. Ang

le 0 is the crystal Z axis and numbers on the 

circumference means that much rotation m 

degrees from the Z-axis. Numbers on the ra

dius are absolute values of 나顶 FTC m ppm.

where AV is V(,i 一 VO| is the unstiffened Ray

leigh wave velocity at 25°C and Vld is that at 50 

cC. Variation of the F'TC on the Y cut plane is de 

scribed by Fig. 5. Z axis and 60°C rotated Z axis 

are preferred for our purpose.

2.5. Air Loading Attenuation

Acoustic surface wave propagation along the 

boundary between a solid and a low density fluid 

results m both atten니ation along the direction of 

of propagation and perturbation of the vacuum 

Rayleigh wave velocity [11]. At microwave fr 

equencies, the attenuation of this leaky wave due 

to propagation in air can result in significant in

crease in device insertion loss. Much of exper 

imental and 나2泊retie거｝ work has been done to es

timate this air loading effect. In this paper, the 

approximate theory developed by Artz and cowor

kers are cited due to its excellent coherence with 

measurements [12]. According to Artz, the at

tenuation coefficient a due to gas loading can be 

expressed m the following form.

Vg/psVSXS (Nepers/m) (6)

90

270

(3)Co

90

270

(b) e(1

Figure 6. Variation of the C(l and e(1 on the Y-cut plane. 

Angle 0 is the 2-axis and numbers on 나ie cir 

cumference m은ans that much rotation m de- 

Rrees from the Z-axis. Nurribers on 나冶 radius 

are magnitudes of the C„ and el(. whose absol 

ute value has no meaning.

where 处 is the density of the gas, Vg is the long! 

tudinal wave velocity in the gas, p2 is the density 

of the surface wave substrate, Va is the Rayleigh 

wave velocity, and N is 나Rayleigh wave wave

length. Center frequency of the SAW is assumed 

to be 1 MHz. Figure 7 shows calculation results
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<.Y cur pkiiv： ,■■.vsth air ioa(i;ng wln.-rr f).r is 1.

-匕.；〔：r a in.I \\: is

2.6. Pure Mode Propagation

When an elect i ic field is applied Io a：i tiniso 

厂 iJiezoelectric' c：ui.}Strat.c by means ot' an 1 DT, 

-■evf/rid differeni types of SAWs can be generated 

■;.iHiiilran(?ously depending on the geometry of a

Far energy efficiency and low noise, only 

I b.c much? of mtercsi shoidd be? generat cd, which 

is posssljle only in the pure mode prop^igation 3 

1 h pun： mode directions, the Rayleigh wave is not 

coupled with oilier types of SAWs like 1 .ovc 

waves. Gencr：iied Rayleigh wave has displaces〕 

cuts m iongiludinal and shear vertical directions 

(.miy. Soiiie workers contuse pure mode propa

gation with no be^im steering propagation. We dif

ferent iate one from the other in that the direction 

of no beam steering does not guarantee no coup

hug cjI 나】c、Rayicigh wave with other types of 

SAWs. 丁。be pure mode, the material constants 

connecting the fields m shear horizontal direction 

with i hose in the sagittal plane (a vertical plane 

normal to the wavefront) should be zero for that 

particular crystal c니t and axis. In the secular 

equation of the SAW {.().], we 아iould have nul! 

values for the elastic stiffness constants C[ i. Cu；, 

C?；i, C：；,；, C i；, and as well as the piezoelectric 

constants Ch . Ch；, e；!J and e3l；. Here the material 

constants are the values transformed with appro

priate Euler angles describing each orientation. 

Figure 6-a shows the variation of the value

c()= c?i + + cL + cM + cii + Csn (7)

while Fig. 6-b does that of the value

— e]( + e r； + eL +。氣 (8)

The fig너心 reveal that Z axis is the only pure 

mode direction.

2.7. Beam Steering

Usually the distance between input and output

Figure 7. Variation of 나]e attenuation coefficitin a on 

the Y cut plane. Angle 0 is the crystal Z-axis 

and numbers on the circumference meiins 

that much rotation in degrees from t he Z 

axis. Numbers on the radius are absolute 

values of the a in Nepers.

B
(a) Schematic diagram of beam steering. Y is the beam 

steering angle and () is the orientation of the Tiom- 

inal SAW propagation direction from the crystal 

axis

270

나)) Variation of the beam steering angle Y
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c,gure 유, V：.jnatjon of the beam steering angle }' on the 

、、'plane. Angle <» is i he <：i vstal Z axis and 

niimhc-s mi 나k： ciiciirnfererK.t： rh；ii

much rotation in degrees from the Z axis. 

Numbers on the radius are absolute values of 

the 7 in degrees.

IDTs are set within the near field range of the 

electrodes. In the near field, the waves due to an 

aperture with uniform illumination exhibit little 

diffraction spreading, so that diffraction need not 

be taken into account. However, apart from the 

diffraction, anisotropic materials can exhibit beam 

steering, which causes the beam to propagate m 

a direction not norm기 to the wavefronts [13], 

Avoidance of beam steering requires very accu

rate orientation of the crstalline substrate surface 

relative to the crystal axes as well as accurate 

alignment of the IDT.

As shown in Fig. 8-a, in the near field, the dis

turbance propagates with no distortion, but the 

propagation direction of the beam makes an angle 

y with the x axis, that is, with the direction nor

mal to the wavefronts. The angle 7 is called the 

beam steering angle, and generally depends on 

the orientation angle. From Ref. 13, wh have

Tan 7 =—
V。 ~d? (9)

The smaller is the T, the better is the device per

formance. A more rigorous derivation is obtained 

by defining a Poynting vector for an elastic piezo

electric medium, analogous to the electromag 

netjc wave propagation [14]. Figure 8-b displays 

variation of the 7 on the Y-cut plane. Z axis and 

every 45° rotated direction form the Z axis are de 

sirable

2.8. Misalignment Sensitivity

In the case 7 is zero, however, beam steering 

can still arise in practice because of an error in 

the angle a due to misalignment of an IDT [_1], 

The degree of the misalignment effect depends

90

270

Figure 9. Variation of 나冶 misalignment sensitivity on 

나】e Y-cut plane. Angle 0 is the crystal Z-axis 

and numbers on the carcumterence means 

나)aL much rotation in degrees from 나}e Z-ax 

is. Numbers on the radius are absolute values 

ot the sensitivity.

on anisotropy characteristics of the substrate ma

terial. For small errors, / can be found from the 

equation given by

d/ ___ 丄 cF"

df7 v() d/尹
Cos2 y — Sin'-'y. (10)

The value 百万 is defined misalignment sensitivity. 

In principle, the misalignment error should be a 

secondary factor because every possible method 

is usually taken to preserve precise alignment 

even though it may cause severe errors in practi

cal fabrication. Figure 9 shows the sensitivity va- 

rsation on the Y-cut plane.

So far. we have illuminated individual criterion 

to judge the suitability of a certain orientation of 

나]e substrate for a SAW device. For selection of 

the optimal orientation, the whole effects of the 

above eight criteria should be analyzed with a 

certain schema of priority. Once the scheme is 

set up, the calculation is performed for various 

cuts and directions of the LiTaO3 substrate. The 

number of combinations of crystal cuts and propa

gation directions is very large. It is somewhat
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Table 1. Cjh'iikH.i(.)n resuhn (丿f (he eight, ileuis lor repreientiUive synmietric orientations of LiTa()：

CUl prop, direction Co + e() k?(%) FTG (p^Trn) <7 y vlf 爲/曲 misalign, sen.

pnonty 1 •> 3 J f) / K

Z CU! X 거xis 1.S17 ().107 30.(1) 0.566 ().0 3229 12.75 0.406

3() rotated X axis : ().()顷 ().796 52.47 0.529 0.0 3340 42.71 1.090

W) rotated X axis : 1.817 0.107 50.00 ().566 0.0 3229 42.64 0.406

% rotated X axis . 0.7^ 5선 7 0.;529 0.0 _3341 4사汨 090

lt；7 Z cut Y axis 0X)00 나. 337 56.31 ().562 ().0 3241 42.75 0.501

67 rotated Y axis - 1.011 1.047 49.05 0.517 0.0 3378 42.74 1.101

9。rotated Y axis : 0.522 (L293 51.45 _ 으54 車__0.0_ 3287 _J2J£_ 0.558

¥ ciii Z axis C).(XX) 1.021 30.81 0.552 0.0 327() 43.75 ().210

5S rotated Z axis ■ 3.08() 0.44H 28.55 0.573 0.0 3208 43.64 0.245

9() rotated Z axis ； 4.026 _(}. 119 31.60 _ 0.593 0.0 으55_ 42.60 (H62

'■사') X cut X axis I 2.387 0.293 32.92 0.544 0.0 3294 42.65 0.371

27 rotated X axis ()." 1.070 26.22 0.537 0.0 3315 43.67 0.357

90 rotated X axis : _J>.977 (U08_ 40.12__ 0573 J).0_ _32()8_ 4Z75__ (丄 330

X cut 138 rotated Y axis； 3.335 0.011 41.92 ().602 0.0 3132 42.67 0.121

wiisting tune and computer operation cost to con 

struct whole ste^reographic projects through com- 

p]cte calculation. However, with the help of crys

tal symmetry, we can conjecture the total three 

dimensional behavior of the material through 

aiKilysis of several representative cases. LiTaO：.； 

has trigonal 3m symmetry, which means that it 

has one three-fold axis and three mirror planes 

H5 ]. Hence the information on any one side of 

the symmetric axes and mirror planes is sufficient 

to derive the whold idea. Table 1 illustrates the 

results for the cases of primary crystal sym

metry. All the values on the table have corre

sponding physical implications except the C() + 

that is scaled down arbitrarily for convenience. 

The above technique can be employed for arbi

trary SAW device applications. However, differ 

ent applications require different conditions to be 

met. The main motivation of current study is to 

develop a SAW chemical sensor. Our use of a 

SAW sensor req니ires such primary factors as (1) 

pure mode propagation (i.e., C()=瞞= 0), (2) the 

maximum coupling factor, (3) the minimum FTC, 

(4) the minimum air loading attenuation, and (5) 

no beam steering angle. Secondary considerations 

include (1) the maximum velocity, (2) the mini

mum surface permittivity, and (3) the minimum 

misalignment sensitivity. In this sense, the or

ientations of Y-cut、Z-axis and 36° rotated Y-cut.

(a) device A

Figure 10. Photographs of the SAW devices A and B.
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27:" rotated X axis are rhe best candidates. Both 

1 'f ? h.v!H - h； gw 1 < i t(? s； in Bar ；')cvfc>rinanc(,. H()v.' 

ever, it: is very difficult to achieve the directiGii 

of 36" rotated Y-cut and 27 rotated X-axis in real 

processing of the wafer. Difficulty in processing 

can impose inherent errors in alignment of IDTs. 

Therefore, the optimum orientation is determined 

to be the Y-cut and Z-axis.

DI. Experiments

To check validity of the results in the previous 

section, we maEiufact니！ed SAW devices for two 

selective crystal cuts. The first device (A) has 

the crystal cut and propag거tion direction oriented 

at Y-cut and Z-axis. The second device (B) has 

the orientation of Y-cut and 45" rotated Z-axis. 

Test samples are from Yamazu [ 16J. Figure 10 

shows the devices. The devices are designed to 

be a dual type in order to allow reliable noise re

duction in the future operation of the sensor. The 

IDTs on all the devices are standard single elec

trode type. Input IDTs have sixty-four electrode 

pairs and output IDTs have twenty pairs. Center 

frequency is set to be approximately 40 MHz for 

the Y cut and Z-axis propagation. Performance of 

the devices is investigated with a HP network 

analyzer 8752A. The devices are not electrically 

or acoustically tuned for matching with the an

alyzer. Raw performance is checked just to see 

any difference between the two.

Figure 11 shows measured frequency responses 

of the devices. The device A h거s superior resp

onses to those of the device B in view of the 

baudwid나' the magnitude of npples. and t h.e m 

sertion loss. Especially, the bandwidth has such a 

difference of 26% which can be anticipated from 

the results of Fig. 3. A higher coupling factor 

turns out a larger bandwidth as shown in the fol 

lowing equation [?].

4k2
FYactionalBandwidth 工 \ 一厂 (11)

The prohibitively larges insertion loss is owing to

CHI TRN log MAG 5 06/ RE^ -20 OB 力一4.WB8 dB

电a 4。. 30 1! 0 MHZ

SCA(T CSB, ci i v \
\r 、

厂

T

START .300 OOO MHZ STOP 100.ODD O0O MHZ

(a) device A

CHI 7FZ 2o@ 서AG 5 QB/ REF -20 08 工 -5.365 dB
AS 40 . <09 4C e MHZ

STO 1

1 IHZ \
/

T A
/ —\
/ V

300 °<50 "z STOP JOO. OOG OGO

(b.) device B

Figure 11. Frequency responses of the SAW devices 

the mismatch of the devices with the measure

ment instrument. We have performed experiments 

just to confirm 나le validity of 나搶 calculation and 

the result is good enough not to try any more 

other directions.

I\. Conclusion

Characteristics of the piezoelectric single crys

tal LiTaOs are evaluated to determine the optimal 

surface orientation for use as a SAW device sub

strate. Investigated items are the Rayleigh wave 

velocity, the electromechanical coupling factor, 
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>-i.H fai.'c fk\Tnit ti vity, the air loading attenu- 

* he 卩urr rriodc [irop^igation, the beam stt^-

⑴蘇 an .J t!ic inisalignincnt scnsitivit y. ^'heoix'ti 

ca! ciik/ulaiions reveal that Y-cut and Z-axis is 

* he oj)t una! S A\V propagation path. The results 

ure i hrough experiments. The me나]。d

enipSoyed in tins paper is applicable to other 

rrvstals. too, eiiher single or poly crystals. Simi- 

!ai Fudw 長 underway for I.iNbO：； tor conipanson 

Mh LiTa(')：.
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